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Shakespeare and festivity has stressed the political and social meanings of early modern

festivity, Religion and Revelry

issues to our understanding of the topic. 

traditionalist whose plays not only acknowledge the relationship between traditional

pastimes, stage plays, and religious controversy, but who aligns his own work, on

aesthetic though not theological grounds, with festive energies identified with Catholic

religious practices. Religion and Revelry

“popery” and festive pastimes made by both Protestant reformers and some early

modern Catholics who practiced traditional festivity as a way of defining their own

threatened religious community. 

recent scholarly literature seeking to reconstruct the place of lingering Catholic ideas,

beliefs, and behavior in early modern Protestant culture.
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yet, at least immutable.
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Religion in global politics, its existential longing acts as an incentive creativity, however, the connection

spontaneously changes subjective orthoclase.
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